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Here you can find the menu of Nepal Kitchen in Brugge Centrum. At the moment, there are 13 menus and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Nepal Kitchen:

Great authentic kitchen! The owners are Nepalese and very kind. The menu has plenty of option of meat, fish
and vegetarian. They prepare them fairly mildly (European-safe but can make them real spicy on request. There

are plenty of tables, perfect for couples but also larger groups. They have wonderful music playing, a superb
blend of jazz, hindi and traditional artists. The waiter was really kind and explained ever... read more. What User

doesn't like about Nepal Kitchen:
We ordered: Plain Naan. This was OK Daal Soup. A bit bland Lamb Biryani. Not great. Meat tasted horrible Lamb
Korma. No Korma taste at all! Bland. Full of cream. Meat tasted horrible. Hardly any curry spices. Had to throw
away after the first taste. In fact on the menu it should be labelled ‘hot cream with unmarinated meat’ Overall
would have been 1 star but giving the benefit of the doubt in case this is authentic N... read more. The visitors

love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Nepal Kitchen from
Brugge Centrum, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of what you know meets the adventurous

world of fusion cuisine, With typical Indian spices, meals are fine and freshly prepared. meals are prepared
authentically in the Asian style, the menu also includes fine vegetarian dishes.
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